environmental
Hotties heat logs are denser and drier than other Heatlogs and do not
expand or c rumble, giving off a powerful and reliable heat e very time.

Carbon Lean

NON TOXIC

Woodfuel is carbon lean.

Hotties Heatlogs are 100% natural with no additives
or binders.

Trees play a vital role in the fight against climate change they capture CO2 and lock it away. Using renewable fuels is
good for the environment.

FSC®

During the manufacturing process the lignun within the
timber particles heat up and bond the Hotties together.

Grown in Britain

Look for FSC®
Certified products

Grown in Britain is designed to help promote the role
British timber plays today and encourage a greater
understanding of the role of sustainable woodland
management.

When you buy FSC® certified products
from BSW Energy you are helping to:
•	Prohibit the conversion of natural forests or other habitat

By properly managing w
 oodland we can plant, grow, enjoy,
harvest, use and re-plant trees in a way that benefits
wildlife, people and businesses across Britain.

•	Reduce the use of highly hazardous pesticides
•	Reduce the cultivation of genetically modified trees

The Grown in Britain logo demonstrates that a product
comes from a British forest that has been managed in
accordance with the UK Forestry Standard and will continue
to provide habitats, carbon and recreation at the same time
as providing jobs, timber and wood products.

•	FSC certification happens on an annual basis to ensure
that the FSC® standards are always maintained.

Carbon Friendly

By purchasing Hotties heat logs you are actively supporting
British forests and woodlands.

Hotties are more carbon friendly than traditional
fuel sources:
1 tonne of Hotties = 7.11kg CO2 eq
(reference - https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/uk-solid-andgaseous-biomass-carbon-calculator)

1 tonne of coal = 2856kg CO2 eq
(reference - http://www.carbon-calculator.org.uk/)
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